
Support
Allow the children to decide 
how hard they push themselves.

Extend
Challenge the children to tense 
all of their muscles throughout 
these moves.

Reflect and review:
Ask:
 – How do you feel after taking part 
in this exercise? 

 – Which move did you like best and 
why?

Warm-up:
Perform the following moves in beats of eight to music. 
Link the moves together as you change from one to 
the next: marching on the spot, side lunges, marching, 
lunges, grapevine, stretch arms, circle hips, stretch legs.

Skills learning and development:
Sitting crossed-legged, (straight back, relaxed 
shoulders) ask the children to breathe in through their 
nose and out through their mouth.

Repeat the above, and the children breathe in, they 
raise their arms up above their head in a circular move, 
and then lower them as they breathe out.

Introduce the Mountain pose. First, ask the children to 
stand with feet together, and tighten all of their tummy 
muscles and tuck their stomach in. Next, the children 
tighten their tummy muscles as above, and hold their 
arms down by their side, with palms facing in – breathe 
in for four and then out for four. Repeat this 8 times.

As the children repeat, check that they all have the 
correct posture: hips shoulder-width apart, they are 
pushing their feet into the floor and looking forward. 
Instruct them to breathe slowly and softly, raising their 
rib cage. All of the muscles in their body should be 
tense. This is calm and focused move.

In pairs, ask the children to practise their Pilates move, 
and help each other to hold the correct posture.

The next pose is the Siamese pose – the children stand 
with legs further than hip wide, then working the waist, 
they turn to one side, put their hand on their head and 
look towards the elbow. Slide the other arm down the 
back of their leg and breathe out as they slide their arm 
down, then breath in as they slide their arm up again. 
Switch sides – from the waist the children turn to the 
other side, and repeat.

Again in pairs, ask the children to practise this Pilates 
move, and help each other to hold the correct posture.

Application and practice:
Put the two moves together with some easy linking 
moves, e.g. rock pose: rest on knees with back straight 
and hands on knees. Hold this for a count of eight 
breaths. Then up to standing and move into mountain 
pose for eight (breathe in for four and out for four); 
repeat eight times. Then move into Siamese pose, and 
again repeat eight times.

Move down to rock position and repeat this four times. 
The children can then move into giraffe pose – this is 
just like rock, but they also lift their bottom up off their 
knees and reach for the sky. Repeat this new move four 
times, and then finish with mountain pose.

To wind down, play relaxing music as the children 
lie down. Encourage them to concentrate on their 
breathing.

Year 4 • Champions
Cool core (Pilates)

Learning objective: •  To improve balance and co-ordination.

Learning outcome: •  Perform basic Pilates moves with good technique 
and understanding.

Prior learning: •  Years 1 – 3 cool core basic core exercises.

Vocabulary: •  Mountain pose, rock, Siamese pose, giraffe, Pilates.

Equipment: •  Mats, music.

Champions resources: •  Champions movie: breathing exercises, Champions 
movie: cool core, pose cards.
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This is a sample from Champions. For more samples, visit: http://www.risingstars-uk.com/free-stuff

http://www.risingstars-uk.com/free-stuff



